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Introduction
Tony landed the deal in just
18 weeks from the very first day that we met in a way he never
imagined.

“My awareness and focus of seeing a clear and welldefined target and following it thoroughly, without
procrastination has brought with it a new sense of
urgency.”
Tony Trimbell Senior National Accounts Manger
Akzo Nobel
Conventional approaches had yielded a little bit of
growth here and there. There is a way to break the
mould and deliver results in line with our undoubted
potential. In just 18 weeks from the Uncovering
Diamonds One Day Event, Tony had added $25m of
brand new sales to the business. All of his colleagues added multimillions of
unforeseen profits too! Every member of the team had also improved their
productivity from 10% to over 100%.
This case study charts the sequence of events and actions that will create recordbreaking results for you as they did for Nigel Emmanuel and his team at Akzo Nobel.
It has worked wonderfully well for over 12 years.
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The Challenge
When I approached Nigel Emmanuel, the Sales Controller at Akzo Nobel, he was
sceptical to say the least. Back then he did not know about my ‘New Way’ to achieve
record breaking sales and significantly improve productivity. Once Nigel and his
team were exposed to my one-day event called ‘Uncovering Diamonds’, Nigel’s
scepticism had completely vanished.

“Paul helped us in developing a ‘Can do”
attitude. He has certainly had a big business
impact and I will alter the way we run our
sales meetings as a result. “
Nigel Emmanuel Sales Controller Akzo Nobel
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Background
‘What You Need Is A Certain Way To Perform
To The Top End Of Your Capability, Consistently,
No Matter What Your Situation Is: Bad, Good Or Great!’
Akzo Nobel was suffering from a lack of creativity in identifying opportunities that
were already present in their market place and trading environment. There was a
belief that their rivals had the upper hand from having a bigger market share and
bigger budgets. Their rival’s resources were clouding their people’s ability to become
resourceful. This resulted in tactical sales and a lack of belief that major wins are
possible in just weeks. The fundamentals of how to strategically action a fresh
sequence of events and clearly see the relationship between cause and conditions
were resulting in poor choices in activity selection. Furthermore, there was no real
understanding of how to see that positive conditions are always produced when
linked to a specially defined outcome by taking action in the desired direction. This
meant ‘high yielding activities’ were rarely identified and therefore infrequently
actioned, causing poor sales returns and mundane business relationships with their
accounts.
Here is the sequence of strategic events that demonstrates how Nigel and his
team embraced the Uncovering Diamonds Day to generate extra-ordinary sales
results and boost their productivity.
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Step 1. You must be clear about your outcome
Nigel and I had a personal outcome assessment. This meeting is vital as ‘Clarity is
Power’. However, it must be a meeting that sees the leader 100 percent emotionally
engaged to a very specific outcome. This outcome must be totally believable too.
When this happens, a whole new energy is released into your business life.
This is so important because:

 Once you believe an outcome is possible you’ve just engaged your whole
nervous system to keep your desired results at the forefront of your mind.
When this happens your creativity and imagination help you unfold the steps
you need to do to achieve your outcome.

 A sense of certainty runs through your thoughts, feelings, and actions, and this
gets picked up by all those you interact with.

 You become aware of how to internally motivate yourself no matter what the
circumstances or market conditions. No exceptions!

 Now each communication becomes an unbreakable sequence of events
creating a chain reaction that will deliver new and previously untapped profits
and growth.

 Your mind is clear as to what actions need to be completed and which ones
don’t! Now your personal effectiveness will leap forward significantly.

It simply does not matter if your market is in decline or at a
record high. Extra-ordinary results are within your grasp right
now!
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Step 2: Diagnostic Questionnaires
Each person in Nigel’s team completed an online Diagnostic Questionnaire that is
designed to identify any major gaps in performance and thinking. It just makes sense
to find out about each person as to:
1. What they do well
2. How they think
3. What actions they take and what actions they avoid

These answers are priceless as they help to:

 Save time as we can focus on what needs to be improved
 Become aware of any habits or ideas that don’t really help your people perform
to the top end of their capabilities

 Immediately ascertain where new growth and opportunities can be found
 Clearly identify where your focus and time needs to be applied for maximum
results

 Use strengths to excel
 Address pressing issues and concerns
Here is what the Diagnostic Questionnaire revealed:

 Lots of weak tactical actions as opposed to high payoff and high value strategic
activities

 People were allowing market conditions to control their thinking
 People were working long hours but were not using their time effectively
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 No clear understanding of how to be at ones: high energy, results focused, best
daily

 People were unaware that positive conditions are always present anytime and
how to identify them

 Confidence levels were okay but not high enough to deliver and embrace high
payoff and challenging activities

 People were not fully engaged with organisational goals which means when
tough obstacles are encountered, people just don’t have the commitment to
overcome them

This lack of full engagement with organisational goals was captured
in a landmark study by Harris Polling.
Harris Polling (part of Nielsen Holdings ) did a landmark study that clearly indicated
why goals are not translated in execution and action on the front line. Since the front
line produces the bottom line, in a very real sense you must be aware how to engage
your people fully.
The landmark study reported that:
Only 19% was passionate about their team and organisational goals.
That is less than 1 in 5 people. The primary reason is that they just don’t have any
ownership. They don’t feel they have any real input into what it takes to achieve the
goal. They are simply not emotionally connected to the goal.
No involvement - No commitment!
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Harris Polling Landmark Study: Figure 1
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Step 3 The Uncovering Diamonds One Day Event
Each event is prepared specifically for every team/organisation based on the personal

There are major sales opportunities in every business; you just need to
apply a bit of focused imagination and creativity to discover them.
outcome assessment and the individual diagnostic questionnaire.
The first cause in achieving extra-ordinary results for the team was to engage each
person, totally, with the outcome from the personal outcome assessment. The
trigger was a Personalized Corporate Goal – Nothing else comes close to leveraging
and maximizing the power you can generate from the inspiring outcome. In fact, goals
are worthless unless they are done in such a way that stimulates your whole nervous
system in an emotionally charged way. Without this emotional engagement you are
operating purely on an intellectual and subconscious level without fully engaging the
conscious mind.
Imagine the creativity and energy that your people will generate when
everyone is committed to achieving their goals.
I like what Michael Bausch, co-founder of Fed Ex, said:
“People do not resist change when it is their choice.
People resist being changed.”
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Step 4 - Total Involvement Equals Total Commitment
The following methodology is
outlined in Chapter 15 of The DNA Of
Success Stories of which Paul is a coauthor.

We are all able to generate ideas. Corporate goals and targets are ideas. Usually they
are someone else’s ideas that have been passed on to us. But whose ideas do we love
the most…our own!
Nigel’s team was about to go through a rich and rewarding exercise. The glass lid of
conditioned thinking was about to be lifted. If you asked a million people to achieve a
specific outcome, they would all do it in their own way. They may be similar but never
exactly the same. From the Personal Outcome Assessment with Nigel, the specific
outcome was 100% clear and articulated. On the emotional scale Nigel was at 100.
Now it was time for his team to think about ideas, their own ideas! Ideas that they
would generate, giving them total involvement and therefore total commitment. Each
idea, in this case, was aimed at each person achieving or exceeding their targets. It is
the ideas at 100 on the Prime Aspiration Scale (see page 9 for the Prime Aspiration
Scale), that make the difference. When you are at 100 on the Prime Aspiration Scale,
this becomes your business Prime Aspiration.
When a business Prime Aspiration is defined you become crystal clear in your mind
about a specific outcome, which is so inextricably linked to your emotional drive that
it propels you into massive sustainable action. This desire is the switch that you need
to consistently perform to the top-end of your ability. Of course, in the world of
business it must be aligned to targets and objectives. It was now where the fun and
‘thinking’ started. Here is what happened in order for each person to define their
business Prime Aspiration.
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What are your Business Prime Aspirations?
1. The first thing to be done is to make a list of all the things that you would LOVE to
be, do, or have in your Business. Leave the score boxes for the moment.
In my present business role I definitely would love to….just write in your answers by
each bullet point.
Score

•

•

•

•

•

•

(Feel free to add more)
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1. It’s imperative you have a scale to evaluate your answers. The more emotionally
compelling to you, the more commitment you have to achieve your outcome.

2. Using the scale below score each answer in the box on the right hand side of the
page. Score each out of 100. 1 is low, 100 is the highest, the most emotionally
compelling.

The Prime Aspiration Scale

1-20

Of little or no interest

20-40

I can achieve it, but don’t really want it

40-60

Someday/Maybe

60-80 It would be great to have or be, but I am not going to do what it takes

80-99 Really willing to give it a go, could fall off if things get really tough

100 I am connected at the deepest level, I have complete clarity and certainty - I am now
ready to take massive sustainable action to achieve my Prime Aspiration

Nigel, Tony and the rest of the team completed the above. This is the birthplace of
great ideas and great ideas will transform your results.
Remember it’s Prime Aspirations that inspire people to extra-ordinary results. Many
people just don’t know how to drill down beyond an initial idea. This step is vital.
You see these ‘diamond’ ideas are not usually visible on the surface of our thinking.
You need to take a bit of time to use your intelligence and your wisdom to come up
with ideas that both appeal and will directly achieve your targets. In fact we know that
diamonds do not look like diamonds in their natural state.
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The team needed to do a bit more ‘thinking’ to make certain their ideas were believable
and achievable. So all the team members engaged in the following exercise.

You are the Judge and Jury!
1. Write in your top three Business aspirations (wants) from Page 8 in the 3 boxes below
Tony’s Top 3 Business Aspirations & Scores are below.
NB: Please DO NOT PUT your ratings in the 3 boxes around the Emotional Evaluator!

2. Pair up with another team member — you are now buddies
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This is how your buddy helps you to make sure you choose the answer you’re
committed to achieving the most!
Buddies: You need a reference to compare your colleague’s answers to!
1. Take a moment and ask your colleague to think of their best moment in business.
Now ask them to talk to you about it. (1 Minute)
2. Listen to the words that are used, the tonality and physiology that your colleague
is using. This will help you get a feel to score the three top business aspirations in
the boxes above. You're going to score them out of 100. You will be scoring to see
if any of the top 3 answers are as emotionally compelling as your buddies’ best
business moment or even more!
3. Now one person has one minute on each of the top 3 business aspirations to
convince your buddy what achieving each one would mean to you.

Buddies - Guidelines
1. Now, after each 1 minute you must score that business aspiration from 0 to 100 and
place the score in the emotional evaluator above. Don't show the scores to your buddy
until all 3 are completed.
2. You are going to see if their top answer, from the 3 boxes, has the same or possibly
even more emotional connection to it as their best moment in business - If it does great!
3. If not, then just ask them to think about how they could improve their top answers.

Once you have an answer at 100, there is just one more step.

3. Making certain your desire fits with what you are required to deliver
Your top answer must satisfy the following criteria:

 It is good for me?
 It is good for others?
 Does it fit with organisational strategies and outcomes?
 Does it have the appropriate approval?
 I am at 100% on the Prime Aspiration Scale.
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Once you have a top outcome that matches the criteria above, this then becomes your
business Prime Aspiration. Congratulations!
Tony Trimbell’s business Prime Aspiration at 100% on the Prime Aspiration Scale
was to list Sandtex Paint with a National Account in the Do-It-Yourself market
place.
Nigel’s team before the Uncovering Diamonds One Day Event scored themselves 50%
good and 50% reasonable in achieving or surpassing their targets before year end.
The team’s individual beliefs of achieving or surpassing their target before The
Uncovering Diamonds One Day Event
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The team’s individual beliefs of achieving target or surpassing their targets after
defining their business Prime Aspiration

Are you aware of this impact on your business?
Only 49% of an individual’s time is spent working on the top goals.
(Harrison Polling Landmark study)
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Step 5 - Praxis Now - Turning belief into application
The next major cause of the team outperforming their present results was to get them
immediately into action: Activity needs to take place to move you toward your
business Prime Aspiration. The desire to excel was at fever pitch in the room. Praxis
means acting upon your beliefs. This must happen straight away to:
1. Make progress
2. Improve your self image (you like yourself more when you do what needs to be done)
3. Establish a habit of acting on what is important
The Uncovering Diamonds One Day Event delivers results just 4 hours into the day. To
achieve best every results, you need to be doing things that you’ve never done before.
4 Hour Results - each person is now asked to write down 3 Immediate ‘High Payoff
Actions’ that they could take straight away. ( More about ‘High Payoff Actions’
later)

Tony Trimbell’s Actions
1. Call buyer for appointment at an off-site venue (Hotel)
2. Book the hotel
3. Strategy sessions with Nigel, with Paul Rodden - meeting with Maddy (Team
member)
The team now has 45 minutes to take action and write in the results that they achieve.

Tony’s Results
1. Meeting achieved
2. Hotel confirmed
3. All booked in for individual 1:1 meetings
Nigel and his team made appointments. They had meetings in the room. They asked
Nigel to make decisions. The phones went red hot! Emails were sent — these were all
high payoff activities in line with each person achieving the business Prime Aspiration.
Each business Prime Aspiration was like a piece of a jigsaw leading to Nigel’s Personal
Outcome Assessment.
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Frequently all you need in order to make an enormous improvement is simply be
reminded of things that you’ve known but have forgotten.
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Step 6 - MasterMind
It is possible to achieve best ever results and to improve the performance of your
people quickly and in an emotionally compelling way? Absolutely!
The team had already taken action and results were rolling in. Now it was so important
to give each person a sense of being valued. A great way to do this is by encouraging
each person to make suggestions that would help all their colleagues achieve their
Business Prime Aspiration.
The resources to achieve our business Prime Aspirations are probably present in
one’s own community.
Each person in every team has vast amounts of knowledge that just aren't being fully
used by them or being shared with their colleagues. Here is how to use it wisely to help
everyone else in the team/organisation.
51% of people do not understand what they have to do to help the
organisation achieve its goals.
Harris Polling
This is how Nigel and this team ‘cashed in’. His team’s experience was used to help each
person understand what they could do to achieve their business Prime Aspiration
faster.

Masterminding in a totally unique way
Each person presented their business Prime Aspiration to the other members of their
Mastermind Team. Each person has a turn in the hot seat. (Mastermind Teams are
created from the Team members)
Each member of the Mastermind team was encouraged to serve each member of their
Mastermind Team. They did this by coming up with ideas and strategies to help the
person in the hot seat achieve their business Prime Aspiration. This session is to help
them achieve it in the most effective and quickest way humanly possible.
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The masterminding is timed and allows each and every person to contribute to the
success of the team. It is compounding knowledge in a completely enjoyable and
successful way. You’ll be amazed just what great ideas, strategies and ways that
people suggest to help advance their team members. It is truly remarkable. Remember
these are all related to each individual business Prime Aspiration. You know your
people have had total involvement and therefor are totally committed. It is team
building at its very best.
If you know what people desire, you can help them achieve it. The whole room was
packed with dynamic, strategic, focused and creative ideas to help advance every
single person.
Tony’s 3 key high-yielding activities that were generated from the Masterminding
were:
1.

All decision-makers from both parties are to be present at the hotel meeting ( Tony
could ask for a listing of Sandtex on the day)

2. Find out any special dietary requirements for all who were to attend ( several people
had special requirements)
3. Plan the event thoroughly

A big mistake salespeople make is getting into action without knowing the
VALUE of the action - especially in the long term.
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Step 7 - Doubling your productivity in half the time
A really big mistake you can be prone to suffering is not scheduling time to work on
your big payoff activities, those that will take you toward your business Prime
Aspiration. At this point each team member has received lots of ideas and suggestions
to advance them toward their business Prime Aspiration. However you still need to
consider these carefully.
Warren Buffet’s no. 1 strategy for investing money is opportunity cost. He asks, is there
a better place to invest his money? Same thing for your productivity — when you are
choosing, you shouldn’t just be thinking about the results of the activity; you should be
thinking about the results you would get from the highest value activity.
Productivity is one of those things that can be improved by 10%, 20%, 100% or even
more. To make this habitual, the team was asked to schedule in their diary for the next
30 days, (this is about the time is takes to establish a new habit) two 60 minutes blocks
of time to work on their business Prime Aspiration each day.
It is best to schedule
these FIRST thing in your working day.

Here’s why!
Research by the National Academy Of Science studied by psychologists at the
University Of Columbia suggests we have a finite amount of willpower each day. It
shows that as the day progresses our willpower declines. So unless we schedule the
most important and biggest payoff activities first thing, the chances of these being
completed in our working day diminishes as our willpower gets used on “other” less
productive stuff.
Tony scheduled and choose his high payoff activities in line with his business Prime
Aspiration. He committed to working on these for 2 hours per day, at the start of the
day.
By the end of 30 days, Nigel and his team were not only looking back on some terrific
progress, they’d also established a new habit that their willpower was no longer needed
for. It become automatic. The difference in results was like night and day. This of
course was fueled by their total involvement and therefore total commitment.
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For Nigel and his team it was $33 million of brand new business.

Consider the economic impact when your people are spending most of their time
doing what needs to be done to achieve organisational goals.
A great way to start your day productively — here is how Nigel’s Team set up their
days
1. Before you stop work for the day, take out your diary and plan two 60 minute blocks
of time for the following day. These are for you to work on your business Prime
Aspiration ‘High payoff’ activities.
2. Schedule them preferably first thing and preferably together. However this is not
always possible. Think what is best for you on each day.
3. Make sure you protect this time from interruptions.* Interruptions set you back
about 25 minutes each time. 3 interruptions in an hour equals little or no progress
at all!
4. Set a timer for 55 minutes and really give it your all. You’ll be amazed how quickly
the time goes and also just how much important work you do in this time
5. You now take a 5 minute break. Maybe eat a healthy snack, drink some water, etc.
6. You now reset the clock and do the next 55 minutes.
7. Re-charge and renew your energy and focus. For the next 30 minutes just do
something that is not work related. It is really important to renew your energy and
focus. Eat healthy, walk, etc.
*Research conducted by Basex, a technology research firm, found that
an employee may only be able to focus on a task for 11 minutes before
being interrupted and then may not be able to get back to it for at least
another 25 minutes.
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Build in some safety time so you don't get interrupted or switch
activities!
Schedule a time during the day where you can deal with; “Have you got a minute,”
situations, emails and telephone calls. Anything that is likely to stop your attention
being aimed at your high payoff activities.
Protect you time and use this time to deal with such issues. Top achievers use their
time on what’s important to them. These are their PRIME ASPIRATIONS. They are also
smart enough to plan when to deal with, “Have you got a minute situations”.
The effect this had on Nigel’s Team was:
1.

People were leaving their emails until after their high payoff scheduled times

2. Each person was planning when to deal with their emails and not letting email
alerts ruin their focus
3. The team knew what each other wanted to achieve. This meant when they had a
great idea(s) they could offer it to others because they knew what each other’s
business Prime Aspirations were!

Grasp the Nettle
This became a cultural shift for the team. They made this
their discipline. They took the most difficult tasks or steps
toward their business Prime Aspiration and scheduled them
at the beginning of their day (Grasp the Nettle). They made
sure that these were ‘High payoff’ activities.
There is something so satisfying knowing that you’ve
completed an activity that is difficult and also has a very
high payoff. ‘Grasp the Nettle’ together with ‘High pay off
thinking’, really has made a huge difference to my results.
I’ve more than doubled my productivity!
Maddy Kardasz Senior National Accounts Manager
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Step 8 - Defining Your Personal Prime Aspiration Let’s fall in love with your people
Sometimes, for whatever reason, we can lose site of the fact that all people have a life
away from work. I’m constantly amazed that work colleagues just don't know that
much about the people that they work with such as their hobbies, passions and what
they love to do outside of work time.
In this step each team member defined a Personal Prime Aspiration. This really brings
people together in a wonderful and great way. It also shows that you recognize that
there is more to each person than just the time they spend at work.
Defining Your Personal Prime Aspiration. (They’ll love you for this)
This follows a similar but not identical process that you use to identify your business
Prime Aspiration. The areas for the Personal Prime Aspiration include, Health &
Vitality, Time And Money, Freedom, and Relationships.
Each person defines a Personal Prime Aspiration. You can imagine the enthusiasm that
people tap into when they define their No 1 Personal Prime Aspiration. This is what
happened to Nigel and the team.
The main benefits include:

 If you know what people desire, you can help them achieve it
 Massive team connection
 Living a full life

Praxis Now
Each person defined their high payoff activities and just as they did with their business
Prime Aspiration, took action toward it. Again, real results in the Uncovering Diamonds
One Day Event. You can image just how proud and confident people felt by doing
what is so important to them.
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Step 9 - On-going support and resources for the team
- repetition is the mother of new and effective habits
1. There is no doubt that people benefit from on-going reinforcement of these
strategies to make them even more successful. Each person has lifetime access to
‘Additional Resources’, to develop their skills and attitudes for on-going
professional development. These resources include videos on how to increase your
personal effectiveness with a PDF download and video on improving visualization.
2. Each person has access to 30, 1-2 minute videos that reinforce key ideas and
concepts in the Uncovering Diamonds One Day Event.
3. Online tools are also available: The Values Detector, the Legacy Accessor and the
Zenith Indicator. Each of these are supported with video on how to use them. These
tools help you understand and conquer yourself for better results and a better life.
4. The team has access to paradigm shifting material that is organised and easy to
access too. These principles have stood the test of time. They work too!
5. All of this strategic material is available to the team 365 Access, 24/7 Anytime.
Anyplace. Anywhere.

The support material is available from any type of smart phone, mobile computer or
tablet for your convenience, taking away the strain of being fixed or unable to access
valuable information and training. This technology provides support in the shortest
possible time and with minimum effort, whilst maximizing the effectiveness of your
people.
Within 18 weeks Tony had secured the new listing of Sandtex. $25m of unforeseen
sales had now been added to the year’s sales figures. Another brand new $8m from
the other team members.
By defining the teams business Prime Aspirations they had become totally engaged in
“must achieve corporate goals”.
By demonstrating that positive conditions arise from all strategically aligned activity,
their confidence was at an all-time high and continued to grow. Each action, when
aligned, meant progress.
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The team had a simple and effective way to make certain what they were doing or
about to do was part of a sequence of high payoff activities that were scheduled.

To learn more about how you use this new and proven method to
generate more sales just click here OR
E: paul@pra100.com

To learn more about how you use this new and proven method to
generate more sales just click here OR

*Disclaimer: When reading the case studies, please bear in mind that there is no guarantee that you will
achieve the same. Every client has learned to work effectively on how to change their thinking in
situations and circumstances that had previously impacted upon their performance. These clients
worked exceptionally hard and remained focused. There are no such thing as typical results for my
clients. The higher your personal desire, integrated with your awareness to see positive conditions as a
result of your actions, and by taking time to work on high pay-off activities , means the more likely you
are to succeed.
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